Curvelle Yachts, Manufacturer of Luxury Custom Power
Catamarans, Announces Appointment of USA
Representative for Line of Large Powercats
Released Fort Lauderdale USA, 27 November 2012

Curvelle Yachts, who will be launching a 110' luxury powercat in March
2013, announces the appointment of Kevin Ralph as the North American
representative for the brand.

Luuk V. van Zanten, founder of Curvelle Yachts is pleased to announce the
appointment of veteran yacht consultant Kevin Ralph as the North American
representative for the Curvelle range of luxury power catamarans.
The 110’ Curvelle quaranta model is available for sale and due to be delivered in
March 2013 in time for the Mediterranean season. The yacht benefits from the
expertise of a worldwide team of experts, including Incat Crowther, the foremost
designers and naval architects for powercats, Lila-Lou London, for the exterior
lines and soothing but practical interior design, and Curvelle together with Logos
Marine, as the vessel construction team.

Featuring a highly innovative interior layout that offers practicality and flexibility,
the quaranta has six nearly equal staterooms on the main deck, all with massive
picture windows and en-suite bathrooms. Each stateroom can be configured as an
oversize island queen or a two twin bed cabin. Or by opening a cleverly engineered
and soundproofed moving bulkhead, two staterooms can be converted into a large
suite, with bedroom, sitting room and his and hers bathrooms, equal to VIP
staterooms on many 150’ motoryachts. Indeed “the sleeping accommodations
have over twenty layout permutations, allowing maximum flexibility and comfort
for a diverse range of owners and guests” states van Zanten. “Whether for
corporate charter, where equal staterooms are preferred, or for three couples who
wish to share a yacht, until now there has been nothing like it in her size range”.
The quaranta features the volume of a typical 130’ tri-deck M.Y. in “just” 110’.
Fully utilizing her nearly 30’ beam this yacht has many unique features including a
nearly 20’ stern platform, that houses a 10 person catamaran tender and when
lowered into the sea, also acts as a diving platform or “beach club”, complete with
bubblers, sound system and even two waterfalls dropping down from the main
deck!
“The advantages of powercats have been known to commercial operators for
years” says Ralph, a proponent of the design for yachts, “given the stability,
economy and volume, and combined with the styling of Italian designer Mauro
Giamboi, Curvelle have come up with a winning formula” he goes on to say.
As well as outright purchase, the company will be introducing its innovative
“Syndicate Program”, allowing up to seven owners to share the costs of owning
this luxurious yacht, which may also be purchased via their “lease program”. With
a top speed of 24kts, transatlantic capability and sleeping accommodation
matching monohulls of 130’, this yacht is certainly something special.
The company has two other vessels under development.

For more information on this press release and the Curvelle range of luxury power
catamarans contact:
Luuk v. van Zanten, email: info@curvelle.com , tel. +44(0)20 7917 2976
or Kevin Ralph, email: kr@curvelle.com tel. +1 954 648 0855

